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ABSTRACT

1

Interest in the use of augmented reality (AR) is currently growing alongside advances in visual display and 3D reconstruction
technologies. With the integration of volumetric video (VV), AR
can be enhanced with representations of live-action actors. In this
paper, we present an exploratory case-study of a museologically
focused AR application that evaluated various parameters affecting
the overall experience for visitors of the Long Room in the Old
Library at Trinity College Dublin. Employing a volumetric 3D representation of Jonathan Swift, the benefits of applying VV in AR
for a cultural heritage use-case scenario were explored. Moreover,
we compared two AR platforms for this prototype application: a
tablet and an HMD. For this purpose, we collected post-task opinions of the application and processed quantitative and qualitative
data. The results highlighted differences between the two platforms
and showed how the developed VV AR application was initially
received by the users.

Interest in augmented reality (AR) is currently growing [14]. By harnessing integrated emergent sensor technologies, AR applications
can now be easily run on commercially available devices, including tablets, smartphones, and head-mounted displays (HMDs) [6],
such as HoloLens [12] and Magic Leap [11]. These AR applications
can then be used for various purposes including communication,
education, and entertainment.
Each technique for AR content creation [9] has its advantages
and disadvantages. Computer-generated (CG) characters either
feel “uncanny” and “unnatural” to viewers [13, 24] or require highbudget productions [17]. Motion capture offers some compromise;
however, the requirement to wear markers creates another hurdle for content creators and actors. Volumetric video [21] (also
known as 3D video or free-viewpoint video), instead, is generated
using real-life, live-action footage, and 3D reconstruction techniques [7, 15, 16, 20], and it has its own limitations (see Section 4).
VV reconstructs a 3D scene by placing multiple cameras around
an object (or a scene) [7, 16, 20]. Using several cameras ranging
from 12 [16] to more than 100 [7], the scene is simultaneously
captured on all devices. Then a sequence of 3D models is generated via 3D reconstruction techniques [7, 16, 20] and stored as a
sequence of textured triangular meshes or 3D point clouds. Hence,
the reconstructed VV can be seen from any direction and any angle,
see Figure 1.
Previous research has focused on the effect of different platforms [2, 3, 23]; however, these studies do not explore real-world
case studies. Other comparisons of platforms [5, 10, 19, 22] (including AR in cultural heritage [5, 22]) have generally shown that
tablets are easier to interact with and HMDs more immersive.
In this paper, a cultural heritage VV AR application was evaluated in which the users were presented with a 3D model of Dean
Jonathan Swift. In collaboration with Trinity College Dublin (TCD),
we used an application previously developed for this purpose [15]
and provided to us by the Long Room Library. In this exploratory
case-study, volunteers first used the AR application within the Long
Room of the Old Library. Afterward, to explore various parameters
affecting the users’ overall experience, the participants were asked
to fill in a questionnaire. The main contributions of this paper are
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INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1: Volumetric video allows viewers to view its contents from all angles. Here we see the VV that was used in the presented
study.
(i) a comparison of the effects of AR devices on perceived quality:
tablet vs HMD, and (ii) a formative quantitative and qualitative
analysis of parameters affecting the user experience for a cultural
heritage AR application.

2 EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
2.1 Experiment Setup & Stimulus
To enrich visitor experiences [4], an experiment was conducted
in the Long Room of the Old Library at TCD, adjacent to the bust
of Dean Jonathan Swift, outside of regular opening hours; thus
controlling for environmental continuity. An Apple iPad (version 6)
and a first-generation Microsoft HoloLens were used as the tablet
and the HMD interfaces, respectively. Participants held the tablet in
their hands while wearing earphones and wore the HMD, adjusted
accordingly.
The application [15] used during this case study was designed
to be educational and lighthearted, a narrative innovation when
compared to similar technologies used to enhance museum experiences. The participants were presented with the VV, a 3D capture
of an actor (see Figure 1), represented as a sequence of textured
3D meshes. The character retells an anecdotal story of his lived
experience while a student at TCD. Thus, the visual stimulus was
presented with the corresponding monologue. Since the HMD had
a limited storage capacity, only one volumetric video could be used
as the stimulus. The stimulus was one minute long, and it was
presented on a loop.

2.2

Experiment Procedure & Participants

We intentionally targeted participants who could be considered
as naïve to both VV and AR technologies but were familiar with
the current Long Room experience. Thus, the participants were
recruited from the TCD university library and the faculty of arts
and humanities via email. From within this group, administrators,
students, and library employees attended. A total of 17 volunteers
were recruited and participated in the study (between the ages of
25 and 65).
Following a briefing, participants were presented with the application using both the tablet and HMD in a counterbalanced
(randomized) order and allowed to ask questions. Simulating normal use, the participants stood approximately 1-2 meters away from
the bust of Jonathan Swift, either holding a tablet or donning the

HMD, see Figure 2. Participants were then asked to watch the volumetric video content on the device as if they were a visitor to this
museum. That is, they were allowed to move around freely around
their initial location as long as they kept their distance 1-2 meters
away from the bust. Most participants stood stationary facing Swift
directly or moving slowly around him in an arc of approximately
120 degrees. Only some participants moved around Swift to explore
the VV fully. During the interaction, there was no time limitation
imposed, but participants were asked to spend at least 3 minutes (3
loops of the one-minute stimulus) with each device to familiarize
themselves with both the platform and the content. Immediately
after using both devices, participants were given a questionnaire,
see Table 1, which they filled out in private. Either a 5-point Likert
scale with intensity labels or a two-option scale was used. These
questions were selected for a high-level evaluation, indicating areas
of interest for future, more focused analyses. The first question
was targeted to identify general user experience and an overall
appreciation for the VV for the prototype application. Considering
realism and visual fidelity, the following questions were designed
to understand the overall quality of the visual representation irrespective of the device and storytelling qualities. This overall quality
comprises of the aspects such as image quality & resolution as
well as how real it looks. Individual aspects mentioned in these
questions, e.g., realism [18] and image quality [25], will be further
analyzed in future work. Other questions focused on audio clarity,
technical errors, and user preference for the devices. Participants
were also asked “Why did you give this score?” to expand their answers further; allowing us to qualitatively analyze their individual
experiences.

3 ANALYSIS
3.1 Quantitative Analysis
3.1.1 Quality of the Application. To measure a global rating for the
presented materials, the participants were asked to rate the overall
quality of the application, regardless of the device, as shown in
Table 1. This included their delight or annoyance with the narrative, mise-en-scène (the stage design and arrangement of the actor),
personal tastes, and the individual attributes and previous experiences of the user. Thus, we considered responses as the general
perception of the user experience for this application. The overall
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(a) Participant using tablet.
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(b) Participant using HMD (Swift model added for visualization purposes).

Figure 2: Sample figures showing the experiment setup and the devices used.
Table 1: Questions in the post-task questionnaire.
Question

Scale

· How would you rate the quality of the application, in terms of a character disclosing historical
information?
· How would you rate the quality of this representation of Jonathan Swift? Please rate considering
the representation itself, e.g. realism, image quality, and independent of factors like the device &
environment.
· How would you rate the quality of the representation of Jonathan Swift on the iPad?
· How would you rate the quality of the representation of Jonathan Swift on the HoloLens?
· How would you rate the clarity of the audio?
· Please rate the disturbance caused by a synchronization problem between audio and video.
· Please rate the disturbance if the representation was shaky or moved/floated around the screen.
· Which of the devices felt more immersive i.e. as if you were engaging with Jonathan Swift in person?
user experience for this application was rated as “Good” by all
participants (n = 17; µ = 4.03; CI = 0.69), as shown in Figure 3.a.
3.1.2 Visual Quality of the Representation & Audio Clarity. Data
were collected concerning the visual quality of the volumetric character, the visual quality of the representation on each device, and
the audio clarity (see Figure 3). First, the participants rated the
visual quality of the volumetric representation of Dean Jonathan
Swift independent from the device. For this, the participants’ overall rating of the quality of the representation was measured as
being “Good” (n = 17; µ = 3.76; CI = 1.06), as shown in Figure 3.a.
Moreover, the participants rated the general clarity of the audio as
“Excellent” (n = 17; µ = 4.59; CI = 0.52). The participants were then
asked to rate the visual quality of the representation on each device
(see Figure 3.b). Participants rated both platforms as “Good”: tablet
(n = 17; µ = 3.88; CI = 0.80); HMD (n = 17; µ = 3.65; CI = 1.02).
A Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (a non-parametric paired difference
test) revealed that there was no statistically significant difference
in perceived quality between the two devices, z = −1, p = 0.32.
Therefore, the median score could be considered as “Good” for both
devices.
3.1.3 Intensity of Technical Errors. Since the use of AR technology
for the display of VV is still in its infancy, a few technical disturbances were expected; such as audio-visual synchronization loss
(lip-sync error) and the occasional loss of scene tracking – where
the volumetric character appeared to float. To assess the impact of
these anomalies on the users’ perception of quality, the participants
were asked to note these instabilities and rate the intensity of the

Likert-5
Likert-5

Likert-5
Likert-5
Likert-5
Likert-5
Likert-5
2-Options

disturbance (see Figure 4.a). According to the responses, a majority of users did not note any loss in audio-visual synchronization
(n = 17; µ = 3.88; CI = 1.14); therefore, a median score of “Very
Mild” was recorded. The participants’ qualitative feedback on this
topic suggested that this issue was more noticeable on the tablet
than on the HMD. Regarding spatial destabilization, participants
noted some loss of scene tracking (n = 17; µ = 3.71; CI = 0.87), the
median score for this question was recorded as being “Very Mild”;
where ratings of “Very Mild” and “Mild” dominated the participants’ feedback. Furthermore, users also verbally noted that they
experienced spatial destabilization as “shakiness”. This occurred
more often on the tablet, and there were no references to spatial
instability recorded on the HMD.
3.1.4 User Preference. To compare the two platforms, participants
were asked to select which device was better than the other and in
which particular aspects. Overall, the majority of the cohort (65% –
see Figure 4.b) expressed a preference for the HMD, as it created
an immersive experience (see the qualitative analysis for details).

3.2

Qualitative Analysis

The qualitative, open-ended responses collected from the participants were subjected to a content analysis [1, 8] to further analyze
user experiences of VV AR in cultural heritage applications.
3.2.1 Visual Quality. Regarding the visual quality of Jonathan
Swift’s representation, participants revealed that they “...like it,
but it needs to improve”; similarly, overall responses towards the
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(a) Quantitative results for the application, independent of device.

(b) Quantitative results for the quality of representation for each device.

Figure 3: Participants’ responses for quantitative quality scores with their confidence intervals.

(a) Participant ratings for technical limitations.

(b) Device preference.

Figure 4: Quantitative results for (a) technical limitations and (b) device preference for immersion.
character quality were mostly positive. When comparing the visual quality of both devices, the representation on the tablet was
found to be of higher fidelity than that of the HMD, participants
also suggested: “I think it’s better on iPad but realistic on both”
and “The iPad was a far better resolution, but I liked the headset”.
However, participants were also somewhat critical of the image
quality, caused by “artifacts”, that they experienced on both devices.
These criticisms were elicited from phrases such as “pixelization”,
“rendering”, and “tracking”, and more articulated comments like
“[The] Image quality is low. You walk around him you lost [sic]
detail”, “The model doesn’t always fully render”, and “Poor image
rendition and poor tracking”.
3.2.2 Technological Limitations. Participant comments highlighted
the shortcomings of current state-of-the-art AR display and VV
technology, particularly when concerned with pixelization, synchronization of playback, and real-world scene tracking. The face
of the reconstructed model was considered especially weak – “contours of face, e.g. nose, not so successful” and “...the face was also
a bit flat”. Vis-à-vis the HMD, participants commented that “...the
AR only showed parts of him at a time (narrow field of vision), but
it’s a prototype”, and that “[it] was difficult to see the full body”.
They also stressed that with the HMD “there was some slight distortion & flickering of the image”. The unstable visuals created
by the occasional loss of scene tracking was noticed by some of
the participants. They particularly noticed when “feet were floating on [the] image of Swift”. Participants’ commented that these
shaky visuals were seen more often on the tablet than on the HMD.
Nevertheless, both the quantitative results and qualitative feedback
indicated that this “shakiness... detracted minimally from the experience”. Loss of audio-visual synchronization was another noticeable
disturbance on both platforms. However, some participants only

noted its occurrence on the tablet. These comments suggest that
the tablet’s higher resolution and image fidelity made the technical
imperfections more noticeable.
3.2.3 Immersion. Concerning immersion, the AR application was
successful in presenting the participants with an overall quality
experience. Participants mentioned perceiving a “personal conversation” with a “very lifelike figure of Swift”, and as one participant
stated “It feels very compelling (it feels real enough for a good
experience)”. Another user suggested that “[Swift] was given a very
‘characteristic’ tone, that is, one feels they’re in front of a person
from the past”. Comparing the two devices, the HMD was found to
be more immersive than the tablet, for example, “Even though the
quality of representation on HoloLens was not as good as iPad, the
HoloLens was still a more immersive compelling experience”, and
“For audio, HoloLens felt more natural”, although, the “HoloLens
was a bit heavy”. It was also mentioned that “Although the sound
on the iPad was better, it filtered/blocked out the ambient environmental sounds. Left me feeling un-immersed in the Long Room
itself [sic]”.
Some criticisms were due to the representation being a prerecorded volumetric video, so “[T]he model doesn’t track you” and
“[Swift] is looking at one point in space”. It was suggested, therefore, that the users would feel more immersed if their location was
tracked and Swift’s gaze followed the interlocutor around the library. Another participant suggested that “Spatial sound” would
improve the level of immersion they experienced, stating that “I
think that audio is what we would use to find him in the space... The
level needs to change as I move forward/away from Swift”. This last
comment hinted that although the participants felt immersion via
the technology, there is room for more developments in volumetric
capture and spatial audio to improve the overall quality of presence.
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4

LIMITATIONS

Although it enables the capture of real-life 3D content, the VV technology has some limitations, as also pointed out by the participants.
One limitation was the lack of interaction with the user. As current
VV technology reconstructs a separate 3D model for each frame,
this essentially constitutes a pre-recorded video that is played out
to the user. Since the mesh structure is different for each frame, it is
impractical to warp the head to follow the user in the current configuration; although, future advances in the technology will likely
address this factor to create consistent mesh structures and help
alleviate this limitation. The effects of this lack of interaction will be
the topic of a more focused user study. Other limitations related to
the reconstruction and visualization techniques are being actively
researched and solved by the greater scientific community. Other
limitations of this study included the lack of comparison between
other CG models and VVs, analyzing the user responses considering
their familiarity with the AR technology, and the limited participant
pool.

5

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this case study, we have presented a specific use-case experiment
to evaluate a prototype, cultural heritage VV AR application for
the Long Room in the Old Library at Trinity College Dublin. In this
context, we collected user responses to measure the various parameters which affected the users’ overall experience. The results show
that the overall quality of the application was found to be “Good”.
However, for this particular application, further experiments are
needed to validate the use of VV in AR at a larger scale. These
results reveal some interesting preliminary insights and findings
regarding the use of VV in AR for indoor museological and cultural
heritage applications: (i) Experiencing VV AR for cultural heritage
applications on a HMD was more immersive than on a tablet, and
(ii) museum-goers wanted the AR content to interact with them
personally. The qualitative aspects of the study suggest areas of interest that could potentially be used to expand the scale and tighten
the focus of future user studies with immersive technology. These
findings, therefore, stimulate further thought for user experience
investigations. To fully address these limitations, we will conduct a
larger field study during the Old Library’s regular working hours, to
explore the question: “Is VV the best representation technique for CH
oriented AR applications?” Another aspect that may require further
investigation is the long-term use of VV applications (to control
for novelty factors) and exploring emergent AR devices since these
parameters might prove to be more important as the proliferation
of AR use increases.
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